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1. Introdution and statement of the resultLet � be an in�nite tree with verties v and with a distinguished vertex � alled the root. Let(Xv)v2� be a olletion of i.i.d. random variables. Given � and the olletion (Xv)v2�, we de�nethe tree-indexed random walk (Sv)v2� by Sv := Pw�vXw where w � v means that v is a desen-dant of w (i.e. w is on the shortest path from � to v.) We denote the rays of the tree by � (raysare in�nite paths from � to whih do not bakstep) and the set of rays by ��. For a vertex v, jvjdenotes the distane of v to the root, i.e. the number of edges on the shortest path from � to v.There are di�erent ways to de�ne a speed for the random walk (Sv)v2�. In [2℄, [9℄ and [11℄, thefollowing notions of speed were onsidered:� Cloud speed: sloud := lim supn!1 1n maxv:jvj=nSv� Burst speed: sburst := sup�2�� lim supv2� Svjvj� Sustainable speed: ssust := sup�2�� lim infv2� SvjvjOne has always ssust � sburst � sloud : (1)The inequalities may be strit in general; we refer to [11℄ for examples. However, it was shown thatfor Galton-Watson trees, these speeds oinide. A Galton-Watson tree is de�ned as follows: Let Zbe a random variable with values in IN0. Consider the branhing proess (Zn) with Z0 = 1 andZn+1 =PZni=1 Z(n)i where Z(n)1 ; Z(n)2 ; : : : are i.i.d. random variables with the same distribution as Z,and draw edges between the o�spring and their parent, the �rst anestor being the root.Let m := E[Z℄. AssumeXv is not a.s. onstant, E[Xv℄ = 0 and E[e�Xv ℄ <1 for all � � 0: (2)Let eSn := nPi=1Xi be the sum of i.i.d. random variables Xi with the same distribution as Xv, andlet I(a) be the orresponding rate funtion de�ned byI(a) := � lim 1n logP [ eSn > na℄ : (3)Let s� := supfsjI(s) � logmg. 2



Theorem 1. Hammersley 1974, Kingman 1975, Biggins 1977.Let � be a Galton-Watson tree with mean m > 1. Suppose the verties of � are labeled by i.i.d.random variables (Xv) satisfying (2). On the event that � survives, we have a.s.ssust = sburst = sloud = s� : (4)We refer to [11℄ for the proof.Remarks1. Interpreting the random variables (Xv) as displaements of the o�spring from the parent,the tree-indexed random walk is a branhing random walk, and Theorem 1 says that, under thehypothesis 2, the position of the rightmost partile moves linearly in time, with speed s�.2. For onnetions to �rst passage perolation, we refer to [2℄.We will here onsider one of the ases where (2) is not satis�ed. Let (Yv)v2� be a olletion ofi.i.d. random variables with �nite expetations. We will assume that the distribution of Yv has thefollowing semiexponential upper tail. Let r 2℄0; 1[. AssumeP [Yv � t℄ = a(t)e�L(t)tr (5)for t large enough, where a and L are slowly varying funtions suh that L(t)=t1�r is non-inreasingfor t large enough. Let  be a positive funtion suh thatL( (n)) (n)rn �!n!1 1 : (6)Let� s loud := lim supn!1 1 (n) maxv:jvj=nSv� s burst := sup�2�� lim supv2� Sv (jvj)� s sust := sup�2�� lim infv2� Sv (jvj)Examples1. L(t) � b. Then we an take  (n) = 1b1=rn1=r.2. L(t) = log t. Then we an take  (n) = � rnlog n�1=r.3. L(t) = log log t. Then we an take  (n) = � rnlog log n�1=r.We will prove the following. 3



Theorem 2. Let � be a Galton-Watson tree with mean m > 1. Suppose the verties of � are labeledby i.i.d. random variables (Yv) satisfying (5), and  satis�es (6). On the event that � survives, wehave a.s. s sust = s burst = s loud = (logm)1=r: (7)Remarks1. Exatly as for Theorem 1, there is an interpretation in terms of branhing random walk: underthe hypothesis (5), the position of the rightmost partile moves faster than linear in time, namelylike  (n)(logm)1=r at time n. In the ase where Z has a distribution with a regularly varying tail,a limit theorem for the distribution of the position of the rightmost partile has been proved in [4℄.2. Let Mn := maxv:jvj=n Sv be the position of the rightmost partile in the branhing random walk.We an interprete (4) as well as (7) by saying that the growth of Mn is the same as if the rays ofthe tree were independent. Di�erenes between a olletion of independent rays and the rays of thetree are expeted to appear if one investigates the utuations of Mn. In the ase where Z has adistribution with a reguarly varying tail, this was analysed in [5℄.3. Note that the limit value (logm)1=r only depends on r whereas the funtion  , whih gives thenormalization, also depends on L. A similar phenomenon ours if one onsiders funtional Erd�os-Renyi laws for random variables satisfying (5): the normalization, i.e. in this ase the "size of thewindow" depends on L but the limit set only depends on r, we refer to [6℄. The reason one has tonormalize with  (n) instead of n is the bigger inuene of extreme values; roughly speaking, thetail of the sum of i.i.d. random variables Yv is given by the tail of the maximum.4. Exept that we assumed that Yv has a �nite expetation, we did not make requirements on thelower tail of the distribution of Yv, i.e. on the deay of P [Yv � t℄ for t! �1.ExampleLet � be a binary tree and (Xv)v2� be an i.i.d. olletion of random variables with distributionN(0; 1). Due to Theorem 1, we have a.s.sup�2�� limv2� Svjvj = limn!1 1n maxv:jvj=nSv = (2 log 2)1=2 : (8)Let � > 2 and S(�)v :=Pu�vX�u . Due to Theorem 2 with Yv = X�v , r = 2=� and  (n) = 2�=2n�=2,we have a.s. sup�2�� limv2� S(�)vjvj�=2 = limn!1 1n�=2 maxv:jvj=nS(�)v = (2 log 2)�=2 : (9)
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2. Proof of Theorem 2The key to the proof of Theorem 2 is provided by the following logarithmi tail asymptotis fori.i.d. random variables with a semiexponential upper tail as in (5).Theorem 3. Let Y; Y1; : : : ; Yn be i.i.d. random variables with �nite expetation E[Y ℄. Let r 2℄0; 1[.Assume P [Y � t℄ = a(t)e�L(t)tr (10)for t large enough, where a and L are slowly varying funtions suh that L(t)=t1�r is non-inreasingfor t large enough. Let  be a positive funtion satisfying (6). Let Sn := nPi=1Yi. Then we have, forx > 0, limn!1 1n logP [Sn �  (n)x℄ = �xr : (11)Under stronger assumptions on L and a, one an give muh more preise expansions instead oflogarithmi asymptotis. This was arried out by A. V. Nagaev, we refer to the survey paper [10℄by S. V. Nagaev, p. 764.Proof of Theorem 31. Lower boundLet � > 0. Sine Y1; : : : ; Yn are independent, we haveP [Sn �  (n)x℄ � P [Y1 �  (n)(x+ �)℄P " nXi=2 Yi �  (n)(��)# : (12)Sine  (n)=n!1, the seond term on the r.h.s. of (12) goes to 1 due to the law of large numbers.For the �rst term on the r.h.s. of (12), we haveP [Y1 �  (n)(x+ �)℄ = a( (n)(x+ �)) exp (�L( (n)(x+ �)) (n)r(x+ �)r) :Taking logarithms, dividing by n and letting n!1 yields, due to (6),lim infn 1n logP [Sn �  (n)x℄ � �(x+ �)r : (13)For �! 0, the lower bound in (11) follows.2. Proof of the upper boundWe an assume w.l.o.g. (replaing Y with Y +) that Y is nonnegative. Note thatP [Sn �  (n)x℄ � P �max1�i�nYi �  (n)x�+ P " nXi=1 Y (n)i �  (n)x# (14)5



where Y (n)i := YiIfYi� (n)xg. For the �rst term on the r.h.s. of (14), we haveP �max1�i�nYi �  (n)x� � na( (n)x) exp (�L( (n)x) (n)rxr) (15)hene lim supn 1n logP �max1�i�nYi �  (n)x� � �xr : (16)For the seond term on the r.h.s. of (14), apply Chebyshevs inequality with  > 0 to getP " nXi=1 Y (n)i �  (n)x# � E �exp�L( (n)) (n)1�r Y (n)��n exp (�L( (n)) (n)rx) (17)where Y (n) := Y IfY� (n)xg. We will show that for  < xr�1,lim supn logE �exp�L( (n)) (n)1�r Y (n)�� � 0 : (18)(6), (14), (16) and (17) then implylim supn 1n logP [Sn �  (n)x℄ � �xr : (19)Proof of (18).Let k 2 IN be suh that k > r1�r . Using the estimates log x � x� 1 and ex � 1 � x+ 12x2 + 16x3 +: : :+ 1(k+1)!xk+1ex, we havelogE �exp�L( (n)) (n)1�r Y (n)�� � L( (n)) (n)1�rE hY (n)i+ 122 L( (n))2 (n)2(1�r)E h(Y (n))2i+ 163 L( (n))3 (n)3(1�r)E h(Y (n))3i+ : : :+ 1(k + 1)!k+1 L( (n))k+1 (n)(k+1)(1�r)E �(Y (n))k+1 exp�L( (n)) (n)1�r Y (n)��(20)Sine we assumed Y to be nonnegative, and beause of (10), we have that for eah m,lim supnE h�Y (n)�mi <1, and we see from (20) that it suÆes to show that, for  < xr�1,lim supn L( (n))k+1 (n)(k+1)(1�r)E �(Y (n))k+1 exp�L( (n)) (n)1�r Y (n)�� � 0 : (21)6



Sine L( (n))k+1 (n)(k+1)(1�r)�1 �!n!1 0 (22)due to our assumption on k, it is enough to show that, for  < xr�1,lim supn 1 (n)E �(Y (n))k+1 exp�L( (n)) (n)1�r Y (n)�� <1 : (23)Fix � > 0. Due to the H�older inequality,E �(Y (n))k+1 exp�L( (n)) (n)1�r Y (n)�� � E h(Y (n))(k+1)(1+�)=�i �1+� E �exp�(1 + �)L( (n)) (n)1�r Y (n)�� 11+�(24)The �rst term on the r.h.s. of (24) remains bounded for n!1. To prove (23), it therefore suÆesto show that for  < xr�1, we have, for eah T > 0,lim supn 1 (n)E �exp�(1 + �)L( (n)) (n)1�r Y (n)� ;Y (n) � T� <1 : (25)Now we use the fat that for a nonnegative random variable X and t > 0, 0 < T < K < 1, wehaveE hexp(tXIfx�Kg)IfX�Tgi = KZT tetsP [X > s℄ ds+ etTP [X � T ℄� (etK � 1)P [X > K℄ (26)Plugging in K =  (n)x and t = (1 + �) L( (n)) (n)1�r , we get1 (n)E �exp�(1 + �)L( (n)) (n)1�r Y (n)� ;Y (n) � T�� 1 (n)  (n)xZT (1 + �)L( (n)) (n)1�r exp�(1 + �)L( (n)) (n)1�r s�P hY (n) > si ds+ 1 (n) exp�(1 + �)L( (n)) (n)1�r T� (27)The seond term on the r.h.s. of (27) goes to 0 for n!1. The �rst term on the r.h.s. of (27) is,for n large enough,� 1 (n)  (n)xZT (1 + 2�) exp�(1 + �)L( (n)) (n)1�r s� a(s) exp(�L(s)sr)ds7



= C1 1ZT (n)x exp�(1 + �)L( (n)) (n)1�r  (n)xs� a( (n)xs) exp(�L( (n)xs) (n)rxrsr)ds= C1 1ZT (n)x a( (n)xs) exp ( (n)r [(1 + �)L( (n))xs� L( (n)xs)xrsr℄) ds (28)where C1 = (1 + 2�)x. Due to our assumptions on L, we now see that if (1 + �) < xr�1, theintegral remains bounded for n ! 1, and this proves (23). Finally, sine � > 0 was arbitrary, weonlude that (18) holds for  < xr�1.RemarkWe see from the proof that it suÆes to havea1(t)e�L1(t)tr � P [Y � t℄ � a2(t)e�L2(t)tr (29)with a1; a2; L1; L2 as in Theorem 3.We now follow the strategy in [11℄. Let eSn := nPi=1Yi where Yi; 1 � i � n, are i.i.d. with the samedistribution as Yv.1. Exatly as in [11℄, we show that a.s. on non-extintion of �s loud � (logm)1=r : (30)Let q be the probability of extintion of �. We denote by �n the verties of � at level n. Due toTheorem 3, for eah � > 0, there is Æ > 0 suh that, for n large enough,P h eSn >  (n)(logm+ �)1=ri � e�n(logm+Æ) = m�ne�nÆ : (31)We have P hSv >  (n)(logm+ �)1=r for some v 2 �njnon-extintioni= 11� q 1Xk=1P hSv >  (n)(logm+ �)1=r for some v 2 �n���j�nj = kiP [j�nj = k℄� 11� q 1Xk=1 kP [j�nj = k℄m�ne�nÆ = 11� qmnm�ne�nÆ = 11� q e�nÆ (32)where the inequality is due to (31). (30) is straightforward from here by applying the Borel-Cantellilemma. 8



2. We show that a.s. on non-extintion of �s sust � (logm)1=r : (33)This time, we have to modify the argument in [11℄.i) Assume that the Galton-Watson tree has �nite variane, i.e. �2 := Var(Z) <1. Let Æ > 0 anda = (logm)1=r � 2Æ. Let 1 <  < (logm)(a + Æ)�r and M > 0. We denote the integer part of kby bk. We will onsider the following tree �(;M) whih is embedded in �. The verties wk atlevel k of �(;M) satisfy� w0 = �; jwkj = jwk�1j+ bk� Swk > Swk�1 +  (bk)a� Su > Swk�1 � bkM for all u in the path from wk�1 to wkWe will �rst show that, for M large enough, on non-extintion of �, �(;M) survives with positiveprobability. �(;M) orresponds to a branhing proess with time-dependent branhing, whih isonstruted by� onsidering the levels b+ b2+ : : :+ bk of the original tree �.� performing a (dependent) perolation where one keeps eah path from level b + b2 + : : : +bk�1 to level b+ b2+ : : : + bk as an edge of �(;M) with probabilitypk := P " eSbk >  (bk)a; min1�j�bk eSj > �bkM# :Note that P " min1�j�bk eSj > �bkM# � P 24 1bk bkXj=1 Y �j < M35 (34)and, for M large enough, the last probability goes to 1 for k !1 due to the law of large numbers.Together with Theorem 3, this implies that pk � e�bk(a+Æ)r for k large enough. Denote by Vk thesize of the generation at level jwkj in �, before perolation, and by V k the size of the generation atlevel jwkj in � after perolation. (Vk)k�0 and (V k)k�0 are branhing proesses with time-dependentbranhing. More preisely, V0 = V 0 = 1 andVk = Vk�1Xj=1 Xk;j; V k = V k�1Xj=1 Xk;j (35)9



where Xk;j, j = 1; 2; : : : ; Vk are i.i.d. (Xk;j is the number of desendants in the bk-th generationof the j-th vertex at level k � 1 of �(;M)), and Xk;j, j = 1; 2; : : : ; V k are i.i.d. withXk;j = Xk;jXi=1 Yi;k (36)where Yi;k, i = 1; 2 : : : ;Xk;j are (dependent) random variables with P [Yi;k = 1℄ = pk = 1�P [Yi;k =0℄. Let mk := E[Xk;j℄ and �2k := Var(Xk;j). We will show thatWk := V kmkmk�1 � � �m1 ; k = 1; 2; : : : (37)is a uniformly integrable positive martingale. We then onlude that for W := limk!1Wk, we haveE[W ℄ = E[Wk℄ = 1 and therefore P [W > 0℄ > 0 whih implies that P [(V k) survives℄ > 0. Toprove uniform integrability, we will show thatsupk E[W 2k ℄ <1 : (38)Note �rst that, due to (36),mk = pkE[Xk;1℄ = pkmbkb and E[X2k;1℄ � pkE[X2k;1℄; k = 1; 2; : : : (39)hene �2k � pkVar(Xk;1) + (pk � p2k)E[Xk;1℄2 ; k = 1; 2; : : : (40)Reursive alulation of the variane of a branhing proess with time-dependent branhing yieldsVar(V k)m2km2k�1 � � �m21 = kXj=1 �2jm2jmj�1 � � �m1 =  �21m21 + �22m22m1 + : : : + �2km2kmk�1 � � �m1! ; k = 1; 2; : : : :(41)For the number of desendants Xk;1, we haveVar(Xk;1) = �2mbk�1 �mbk � 1�m� 1 ; k = 1; 2; : : : (42)(see also [1℄, p. 4). Due to (37) and (41), we haveE[W 2k ℄ � Var(V k)m2km2k�1 � � �m21 + 1 = kXj=1 �2jm2jmj�1 � � �m1 + 1; k = 1; 2; : : : (43)
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Sine E[Xk;1℄ = mbk, we see from (42) thatVar(Xk;1)E[Xk;1℄2 � C1; k = 1; 2; : : : (44)where C1 is a onstant depending on m and � but not on k. Using (39), (40) and (44), we see that�2jm2j � 1pjC1 +  1pj � 1! � (C1 + 1) 1pj ; j = 1; 2; : : : (45)and, using (45) and pj � e�bj(a+Æ)r ; E[Xj;1℄ = pjmbj; j = 1; 2; : : : (46)we see that the r.h.s. of (43) an be bounded uniformly:supk kXj=1 �2jm2jmj�1 � � �m1 � C2 supk kXj=1 1pjpj�1mbj�1pj�2mbj�2 � � � p1� C2 1Xj=1mj  e(a+Æ)rm1= !bj+bj�1+:::+b <1 (47)where C2 = (C1 + 1). The last term in (47) is �nite sine (a + Æ)r < 1 logm, and together with(43), this proves (38). Hene, we have shown that P [(V k) survives℄ = P [�(;M) survives℄ > 0.But, on non-extintion of �(;M), we haves sust � lim infk!1 a� (b) + : : : +  (bk�1)�� bkM (b) + : : :+ bk) = a1=r : (48)For  ! 1, this yields s sust � a with positive probability. Now, exatly as in [11℄,A := f�j� �nite or s sust � a on �g (49)is an inherited property. Applying the 0� 1� law proved in [11℄, Proposition 3.2, we onlude thatP [s sust � a℄ = 1 a.s. on non-extintion. For Æ ! 0, (33) follows.ii) Finally, if the variane of Z is in�nite, we an approximate in the following way: Let Z(K) =ZIfZ�Kg where we hoose K 2 IN large enough suh that m(K) := E[Z(K)℄ > 1. Then Z(K) has�nite variane. The orresponding tree �(K) is the tree remaining if we delete in � the K + 1-th,K + 2-th, : : : hildren of every vertex. Now, by step i), we have s sust � (logm(K))1=r a.s. onnon-extintion of �(K). For K ! 1, we have m(K) ! m and therefore s sust � (logm)1=r a.s. on11



non-extintion of �.3. Together with the �rst step, we have now shown that a.s. on non-extintion of �, we have(logm)1=r � s sust � s burst � s loud � (logm)1=r : (50)Aknowledgement: I would like to thank the (anonymous) referee for his/her suggestions andfor reading arefully the �rst version of the paper.Referenes[1℄ K. B. Athreya, P. E. Ney, \Branhing proesses", Springer, New York 1972.[2℄ I. Benjamini, Y. Peres, \Tree-indexed random walks and �rst-passage perolation", Probab.Th. Rel. Fields 98 (1994) pp. 91-112.[3℄ J. D. Biggins, \Cherno�'s theorem in the branhing random walk", J. Appl. Prob. 14 (1977)pp. 630-636.[4℄ R. Durrett \Maxima of branhing random walks", Z. Wahrsheinlihkeitstheorie verw. Gebiete62 (1983) pp. 165-170.[5℄ R. Durrett \Maxima of branhing random walks vs. independent random walks", Stoh. Pro.Appl. 9 (1979) pp. 117-135.[6℄ N. Gantert, \Funtional Erd�os-Renyi laws for semiexponential random variables", Ann.Probab. 26 (1998) pp. 1356-1369.[7℄ J. M. Hammersley, \Postulates for subadditive proesses", Ann. Probab. 2 (1974) pp. 652 -680.[8℄ J. F. C. Kingman, \The �rst birth problem for an age-dependent branhing proess" Ann.Probab. 3 (1975) pp. 790-801.[9℄ R. Lyons, R. Pemantle, \Random walks in a random environment and �rst-passage perolationon trees", Ann. Probab. 20 (1992) pp. 125-136.[10℄ S. V. Nagaev, \Large deviations of sums of independent random variables", Ann. Probab. 7(1979) pp. 745-789.[11℄ Y. Peres, \Probability on trees: an introdutory limb", St. Flour leture notes, to appear.12
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